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Abstract Providing Quality of Service (QoS) is a major
challenge in wireless networks. In this paper we propose a

distributed call admission control protocol (DCAC) to do

both bandwidth and delay guaranteed call admission for
multihop wireless mesh backbone networks, by exploiting

the multi-channel multi-radio (mc-mr) feature. We propose a

novel routing metric for route setup, and present an efficient
distributed algorithm for link reservation that satisfies the

required bandwidth and reduces the delay by a local sched-

uling that minimizes one hop delay. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first distributed protocol that embeds

mc-mr feature in Time Division Medium Access (TDMA) to

do QoS call admission in wireless backbone networks.
Extensive simulation studies show that our protocol signifi-

cantly improves network performance on supporting QoS

sessions compared with some widely used protocols.

Keywords Admission control ! Delay ! Bandwidth !
Multi-channel ! Multi-radio ! Mesh networks !
Link scheduling

1 Introduction

With the emergency of real-time applications, the problem

of providing QoS has received significant attention in the
past years. One important domain, where providing QoS is

essential, is infrastructure wireless backbone networks,

such as wireless mesh network (MWN) [1]. This kind of
wireless network provides backbone service between a

large number of mobile clients and the wired networks. In

this paper we focus on exploiting the multi-channel multi-
radio (mc-mr) features to improve network performance on

providing both bandwidth and latency guaranteed QoS call

admission for wireless backbone networks.
The backbone network consists of three types of infra-

structure routers, namely, access points (AP), gateways,

and relay routers. These wireless routers prevalently are
IEEE 802.11 [2] compliant and do not have power con-

straints. Channelization was added to IEEE 802.11 to

increase the network capacity, e.g., IEEE 802.11a and
IEEE802.11b offer 3 and 12 non-overlapping channels,

respectively. Several companies such as MeshDynamics
[3] have announced the availability of multi-radio routers,

that is equipping each router with multiple network inter-

face cards (NIC). Tuning radios to non-overlapping chan-
nels greatly alleviates the close-by interference, as

simultaneous communication flows can be distributed

across channels. While the limited number of non-over-
lapping channels cannot totally eliminate collisions, the

radios at each router are capable of fast switching among

channels to improve the performance, with a switching
overhead. Typically this overhead is around 80 ls [4]. In

this paper, we propose a new distributed call admission

control protocol DCAC that will utilize the fast channel
switching ability of radios to provide an enhanced QoS

service. Our protocol counts the switching overhead to
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dynamically match radio with channels. In our study, we

assume that the network supports both QoS and best effort
traffics. Our admission protocol is MAC layer aware

routing protocol, which performs route discovery and route

reservation at the same time, according to a new proposed
routing metric. Our admission control will carefully sche-

dule activities of radios such that it relieves the inter-flow

and intra-flow interferences and avoids potential network
congestion. In our proposed DCAC protocol, we will

mainly manage the following four aspects of QoS sessions:
(1) Route discovery and reservation; (2) Route set up

failure; (3) Route breakage and maintenance; and (4) Route

release.
We use a hybrid scheme for channel assignment, which

fixes one radio of each router to a common channel, and

allows other radios to dynamically switch among other
channels. The common channel will be used as a control

channel for call admission control, reservation, and syn-

chronization for data channels. Compared with approaches
that do not have a fixed control channel, this has three

advantages: (1) ensures the network connectivity, other-

wise network partition may be induced by channel
assignment if it is not carefully designed; (2) provides

admission control and maintenance for QoS sessions; (3)

relieves the stringent synchronization requirement, which
is particularly hard to provide in multihop wireless net-

works [4]. The remaining bandwidth of the control channel

will also be used by best effort traffic, which also com-
pensates the performance reduction due to dedicated con-

trol channel. Other data channels are used by QoS traffic.

To avoid control channel saturation, a bottleneck identified
in prior work [4], our protocol transmits the control packets

for established or partial established sessions by fully uti-

lizing their reserved resources on data channels.
Our protocol does not restrict on stringent synchroni-

zation. Data transmissions do require local synchroniza-

tion, since the MAC of each data channel is TDMA based.
We embed the initial synchronization information into the

control packet when doing route setup. For the on-going

sessions, when the synchronization is not accurate, we can
use other shared data channel if there exists one, or rely on

the control channel to do re-synchronization. Lack of

synchronization will be temporary and can always be
adjusted easily through control channel.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

Distributed call admission protocol (DCAC) for multi-
channel multi-radio wireless networks: To our best

knowledge, this is the first distributed protocol for QoS call

admission for multi-channel multi-radio (mc-mr) multihop
wireless backbone network with large network size. Our

protocol is based on the TDMA activity scheduling and

does not need any traffic profile. By fully exploiting mr-mr
configurations, our protocol significantly improves network

performance on supporting QoS sessions. The radio

reserved for data channels will use a TDMA MAC. At each
time-slot, a radio will decide whether to transmit or listen

or be idle; it will decide on which channel it will transmit/

listen and to which next-hop router to transmit. We gen-
erally assume that each session will have the QoS

requirement on the needed bandwidth and the delay

requirement. Notice that to ensure the bandwidth achieved
by a flow in wireless networks, we need to address both the

intra-flow interferences and inter-flow interferences. The
delay of a session is closely dependent on the nodes’

scheduling, which is not a simple summation of the delay

by each link.
Efficient one hop reservation algorithm for bandwidth

and delay requirements: Very little work has been done to

deterministically guarantee delays in multihop wireless
networks, except [5]. In [5], Lee et al. proposed a cen-

tralized algorithm for admission control based on the whole

network traffic demands, i.e., it assumes the traffic flows of
the whole network is known in advance. Previous work

(e.g., [6, 7]) on QoS had mainly focused on bandwidth

guarantee. In this paper, we first present a novel definition
for one hop delay, which precisely captures the joint

impact of channel assignment and scheduling. Based on

this, we propose an optimal one hop reservation algorithm
to guarantee both bandwidth and delay requirements. We

also conducted extensive simulations to study the perfor-

mance of our proposed DCAC protocol, compared with
some widely used MAC protocols. Extensive simulation

studies show that our protocol significantly improves net-

work performance of guaranteed bandwidth and delay. The
average delay of sessions supported by our DCAC protocol

is about 1/2 of that by AODV routing protocol, while the

throughput of the network is about two times of that by
AODV routing protocol. The number of sessions that can

be admitted is also about two times that supported by

AODV routing protocol. We also compared our protocol
with M-AODV, where we run AODV protocol for each

possible channel. Our simulation studies show that our

protocol will ensure a delay that is about 66% of the delay
achieved by the M-AODV protocol. The capacity achieved

by our DCAC protocol is about 5/3 times of the capacity

achieved by the M-AODV protocol. Futhermore, our pro-
tocol always admits more sessions than the M-AODV

protocol.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we briefly review the related work. In Sect. 3, we discuss

the network model, interference model, and formally define

the problem we studied in this paper. Our distributed call
admission control protocol is presented in Sect. 4, and we

discuss in detail the method for a link to reserve time-slots

and channels for a flow in Sect. 5. Our simulation studies

are reported in Sect. 6. We conclude our paper in Sect. 7.
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2 Related work

A large amount of work has explored call admission con-

trol algorithms in the wireline network. The most popular

QoS scheduling schemes are based on Generalized Pro-
cessor Sharing (GPS) [8], which was first proposed as

Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) in [9]. Papers [10–12]

studied the problems of obtaining a delay bound and
backlog for a session in GPS schedulers, given a particular

bandwidth allocation. Various algorithms were presented

in [13–15], to meet the sessions’ delay requirements and to
allocate bandwidth in GPS schedulers. A measurement-

based admission control algorithm to increase network

throughput for soft delay guarantee was presented in [16]; a
survey of admission control algorithms was reported in

[17].

In the wireless domain a class of delay-aware QoS
schedulers have been proposed for single-hop cellular

networks [18–20]. Delay and rate aware scheduling in the

context of 802.11-based multihop networks has been pro-
posed [21] using a probabilistic approach with priority

backoff. [22] proposed a scheduling and routing framework

that provided upper bounds on end-to-end delays in mul-
tihop wireless networks. [5] proposed centralized call

admission algorithms with respect to both rate and delay

requirements. They required a traffic profile with all traffic
demands known in prior, and restricted on tree-based pat-

tern topology.
The broadcast feature of wireless radios which operate

on a shared communication medium made QoS more dif-

ficult to achieve in wireless networks than in wired net-
works. The reduction of shared channel capacity due to

interferences is a major problem in the wireless networks.

The interference include the inter-flow interference and

intra-flow interference [23, 24]. For example, in a network

shown in Fig. 1, nodes 1, 2, 4, 5 are in the interference
range of node 3, and cannot transmit/receive when node 3

is active for transmitting. Nodes 8–10 belonging to another

node-disjoint flow also fall in the interference range of
node 3. Thus none of the wireless links shown in the figure

can simultaneously operate when node 3 is transmitting to

node 4. In other words, the capacity of a link is not
exclusively owned by this link; it is shared in certain

fashion by a number of close-by links.
Due to the wireless interferences, accurate path band-

width estimation is widely known to be difficult, if not

impossible. A number of protocols have been proposed in
the literature to estimate path bandwidth. A QoS bandwidth

routing scheme was proposed in [25] which contained both

link and path bandwidth calculation and reservation for
mobile ad hoc network. From the available bandwidth on

each link along the path, and the scheduling of free time

slots, it computed a bandwidth constrained shortest path.
The same authors in [26] enhanced [25] by not only con-

sidering the shortest path to decrease the blocking proba-

bility but also improving the performance in mobile
environment with the on-demand feature. However, these

work only consider the single channel network environ-

ment. In this paper, we consider a more challenging mul-
tihop multi-radio multi-channel wireless networks. For

IEEE 802.11 based multi-channel Wireless Mesh Networks

(WMN), [27] presented distributed algorithms to dynami-
cally assign channels and route packets. They used path
capacity, which was the minimal residual bandwidth of the

path, as one of the routing metrics. But they only consider
spanning tree graph without delay requirement. As also

discussed before, it is difficult to compute the path capacity

in wireless networks due to wireless interferences.
This paper will estimate the path bandwidth and delay

based on the TDMA MAC layer. TDMA scheduling, which

aims to eliminate collision and guarantee fairness, has been
studied extensively in the literature [28–32]. Kodialam and

Nandagopal [28] studied the effect of interference on the

achievable rate region in multihop wireless networks. They
treated the interference models as linear constraints and

solve the flow problem using linear program. In [29], the

same authors considered the problem of jointly routing the
flows and scheduling transmissions to achieve a given rate

vector using the protocol model of interference. They

developed necessary and sufficient conditions for the
achievable rate vector. They formulated the problem as a

linear programming problem and implemented primal-dual

algorithms for solving the problem. The scheduling prob-
lem is solved as a graph edge-coloring problem using

existing greedy algorithms. In [30], they extended their

work to the multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh net-
works. Kumar et al. [31] developed analytical performance
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Fig. 1 Inter-flow and intra-flow interference example in multihop
wireless network
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evaluation models and distributed algorithms for routing

and scheduling which incorporate fairness, energy and
dilation (path-length) requirements and provide a unified

framework for utilizing the network close to its maximum

throughput capacity. Alicherry et al. [33] mathematically
formulated the joint channel assignment and routing

problem in multi-radio mesh networks, and established

necessary and sufficient conditions under which interfer-
ence free link communication schedule can be obtained and

designed an simple greedy algorithm to compute such a
schedule. All these methods are centralized and did not

consider the dynamic arriving and leaving of traffics. In

this paper, we will propose a distributed call admission
control protocol for the routing, scheduling, and dynamic
channel binding where the traffics arrive online.

The problem studied here is also closely related to the
routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem stud-

ied in optical networks. A number of results [34–36] have

been proposed for RWA problem. The major difference
between the problem studied here and the RWA problem is

that we have to address the wireless interferences among

links while RWA does not have to. Wireless interference
makes the problem much harder here. For example, finding

a routing path with at least a given capacity and minimum

delay can be solved in polynomial time for wired networks
(thus optical networks also). Unfortunately, this problem

becomes NP-hard in wireless networks.

3 Preliminaries and problem definition

In this section, we will first describe our network model

and interference model. Then, we will formally define the

call admission control problem we are going to study.

3.1 Network model

There is a set V ¼ fv1; v2; . . .; vng of n communication

routers (also referred as nodes) deployed in a plane. In the

system, totally w non-overlapping frequency channels are
available, denoted by the set F ¼ ff 1; f 2; . . .; f wg. Assume

that any channel will not cause interference to the commu-

nication using different channels. Each node vi is equipped
with ji# 1 radios. For simplicity,Rvi is the set of radios on

node vi, i.e., Rvi ¼ fRi1 ;Ri2 ; . . .;Rijg. And each node may

have different number of radios. Because of local

interference, each node should ensure that no more than one

radio is active in the same channel simultaneously. There-
fore, the number of radios jvi that can be used for commu-

nication at a node vi is at most the number of channels w. We
use an undirected graph G = (V, E) to model the wireless

backbone network, where V is the set of nodes and E is the

set of undirected communication links. We assume that each
node has the same transmission range RT and uniform

interference range RI. So under the same channel the nec-

essary condition for a terminal vi to directly communicate
with vj successfully is kvi $ vjk%RT , where kvi $ vjk is the

Euclidean distance between vi and vj. And a receiving node
vi is always interfered by the signal in the same channel from

vj if kvi $ vjk%RI while vj is not the sender of the com-

munication to vi. Typically it is assumed that RI ’ 2RT .
A link (x, y) (with x the sender) is called an interfering link

of a link (p, q) (with p the sender) if the receiving node q is

within distance RI of the sending node x. Then link (p, q) is
called the interfered link of link (x, y). Obviously, links

(x, y) and (p, q) cannot be activated simultaneously if one
interferes the other. Table 1 summarizes some symbols used

in this paper.

Due to self-interference, one radio can only transmit or
receive but not both at any time slot. While one radio at

node vi is transmitting or receiving on one channel, another

radio at node vi can simultaneously transmit/receive on a
non-overlapping channel. Each link e [ E has a physical

capacity cðe; f iÞ# 0 on the channel fi, which is the maxi-

mum link capacity if no interfering links are sharing the
same communication channel. We assume that across the

same link, different channels have different capacities.

When the channel is unavailable for this link, its capacity is
0. And for a given topology, the channel capacities vary

slowly over time, and we use average estimation values to

represent the channel capacity of a link.

3.2 Interference model

Given a communication graph G = (V, E), we use H ¼
ðU;EÞ to denote the interference graph where U is the set

of communication links in G and E contains an edge

ðe1; e2Þ if the link e1 [ E and the link e2 [ E cannot be
activated simultaneously using the same channel. The

construction of H depends on the interference model.

Notice that a number of other interference models have

Table 1 Symbols frequently
used in this paper

V Set of vertices v1; . . .; vn Rv The set of radios on node v

F Set of available channels E Set of communication links

fi An available channel in F e An undirected communication link

T One scheduling period jvi Total number of radios on node vi

c(e, fi) Capacity of link e at channel fi
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been studied in the literature, such as the RTS/CTS model,
the protocol interference model, k-hop interference model,

and the transmitter interference model. Our protocol is

interference-model independent, although the performance
could vary based on the interference-models.

In the RTS/CTS model proposed in IEEE 802.11 [2], for

every pair of transmitter and receiver, all nodes that are
within the interference range of either the transmitter or

the receiver cannot transmit/receive in the same channel.

Figure 2(a) [32] shows the case that communication from
B to A and C to D cannot take place simultaneously using

the same channel due to RTS. Figure 2(b) shows the case

that communication from A to B and D to C cannot take
place simultaneously using the same channel due to CTS.

Thus, for every pair of simultaneous communication links

using the same channel, say (u, v) and (x, y), it should
satisfy that u and v are not in the interference ranges of

x and y, and vice versa. The interference region, denoted

by Iu,v of a link (u, v) is the union of interference region of
nodes u and v. When an undirected link (u, v) is active, all

simultaneously transmitting links using the same channel

cannot have an end-point inside the area Iu,v.
In the protocol interference model, a node v cannot

receive information correctly from a sender u if there is

another sender w 6¼ u that is actively transmitting simul-
taneously and v is inside the interference region of node w.

In the k-hop interference model, a node v cannot receive
information correctly from a sender u if there is another

sender w 6¼ u that is actively transmitting simultaneously

and v is within k-hops of the node w in the communication
graph G. As an example, in this paper we will focus on

designing the distributed admission control protocol for the

2-hop interference model.

3.3 Problem statement

In this paper, data transmissions are performed by TDMA,

which requires that time is slotted and synchronized. The

size of a time-slot should be large enough for every link to
send at least one packet in a time-slot. As we will see later

that, smaller time-slot size implies that the delay for

sending data from the source to the destination node will be

smaller also. When we have variable sized packets, we

assume the time-slot is large enough to support the largest
packet for all applications. Thus small packets will be

aggregated into a larger packet, or in a time-slot we will

send several small packets. For simplicity, in this paper, we
assume that all packets have the same size. A link sched-

uling S is to assign each link a set of time slots ( ½1; T * on

which it will transmit and the channel it will use to trans-
mit, where T is the scheduling period. A link scheduling is

interference-aware (or called valid) if a scheduled trans-
mission on a link ðvi; vj will not result in a collision at

either node vi or node vj (or any other node). In this context,

two types of co-channel collisions must be avoided,
namely, primary interference and secondary interference.

In this paper, we assume that all links use the same T . Here

T is at least the chromatic number of the interference graph
H such that every link has a chance to transmit at least once

every T time-slots. Clearly, smaller period T implies a

smaller scheduling delay for routing. On the other hand,
smaller period T implies that the network will not be able to

support many flows with a small bandwidth requirement.

Thus, we assume that initially, the scheduling delay T is set as
the chromatic number of the interference graph H. When there

is a new flow that cannot be admitted, we will check whether
doubling the scheduling period violates the delay requirement

of any existing session. If it did not, we will then double the

scheduling period as T new ¼ 2T and update the existing
schedule of all links by mapping an old slot t 2 ½1; T * to two

consecutive time slots 2t - 1, 2t in the new schedule period

½1; T new*. We leave it as a future work to investigate the
minimizing-delay maximizing-capacity admission control

when different links may have different scheduling periods.

Assume that we are given a network modeled by an
undirected graph G = (V, E) with a set of link capacities

c(e, fi) for each channel f i 2 F and link e [ E. Also we

assume that each node has stored the reservation infor-
mation for currently on-going sessions with respect to

radios, time-slots and channels. Further assume that we are

given a new call request with source and destination
(s, d) pair, bandwidth requirement B, latency bound D. We

need to decide whether this new call request can be

admitted or not. The acceptance reply includes a reserved
route that guarantees both requirements.

A link channel assignment specifies for each node at a

time slot it will transmit using which radio and which
channel. Our objective is to give each link e [ E an incre-

mentally updated transmission schedule SðeÞ, which is the

list of time slots it could send packets at certain radio using
certain channel such that the schedule is interference-free

and the new call can be satisfied without affecting the

existing sessions. Let Xe,t, R, f [ {0, 1} be the indicator
variable which is 1 iff e will transmit at time slot t using radio

(b) Due to CTS

BA C

D

A B C

D

(a) Due to RTS

Fig. 2 Communication restriction by RTS/CTS
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R and channel f. We will focus on periodic schedules in this

paper. A schedule is periodic with period T if, for every link
e and time slot t;Xe; t;R; f ¼ Xe; tþi!T ;R; f for any integer i# 0.

For a link e let I(e) denote the set of links e0 that will cause
interference if e and e0 are scheduled at the same time slot

using the same channel. We assume that a link e will be able

to collect this information I(e), e.g., I(e) can be collected
within a small constant hops of communication links since it

is often assumed that the nodes interfered by a transmitting

node vi are 2-hop neighbors of vi. A schedule S is interfer-
ence-free if Xe; t;R; f þ Xe0; t;R0; f % 1 for any t any f, e0 [ I(e),

and any R, R0. In the graph theory terminology, the inter-

ference free link scheduling problem is essentially the vertex
coloring of the interference graph [32]. However, besides

interference, we consider one more node-radio constraint on

scheduling, that is at any time slot a node vi can use at most
jvi radios for transmission or reception. Let Yvi;t;R; f 2 f0; 1g
be the indicator variable which is 1 iff vi will transmit or
receive at time slot t using radio R and channel f. A schedule

S is available if
P

f ;R Yvi;t;R; f % jvi for any t, any node vi.

4 Distributed call admission control protocol

In this section, we first introduce the basic data structures
for our distributed call admission control protocol (DCAC).

Then we give a novel definition for one hop delay. Based

on this we define a routing metric to do route discovery and
propose an optimal link reservation algorithm. Finally, we

explain the four major aspects our protocol to manage QoS

sessions.

4.1 Overview of the DCAC protocol

Figure 3 gives an overview of our protocol, where all the

cases will be referred in the rest of the paper with detail

explanation. Table 2 lists all control packet types. Our
DCAC protocol will essentially be composed of the fol-

lowing components:

(1) Reservation update component to announce the

reservation of a link to potential conflicting nodes

so that all reservations will be conflict-free;
(2) One-hop reservation component in which a link will

decide the time-slots and channels that will serve a

flow;
(3) The route setup component in which the actual route

is connected;

4) Unsuccessful Reservation component deals with
unsuccessful reservations;

5) Connection Breakage Route Maintenance component

deals with the scenario when some links break down
and we need to update the schedule accordingly;

6) Route Release component to update the schedule

information when a flow is terminated.

In the rest of the section, we will describe these
components in detail.

4.2 Basic data structure

Each radio is assumed to have accurate timing synchroni-

zation, using fixed length TDMA channel access. In each
repeatable schedule period T , every radio could be

assigned multiple time-slots. The time-slot is also of fixed

time duration, in which a node can transmit one or several
packets. m is the total number of time-slot in one schedule

period. The process of scheduling for each hop ðvi; vjÞ
along a route, just assigns that pair vi; vj a set of time-slot

numbers from T ¼ ft1; t2; . . .; tmg associated with some
channel from ff 1; f 2; . . .; f wg. Single channel or multiple

channels may be used in one time-slot.

The data structure for recording assignment status with
respect to node radios, channels, and time-slots is the

assignment tables, which consist of the following three

tables maintained at each node vi [ V.

• The neighbor radio active table,

NBðT ;F Þ ¼ fNBðti; f jÞ j 8ti 2 T ; f j 2 Fg:

It contains the integer variable NBðti; f iÞ to denote the

number of links (x, y) that could interfere with node vi and
link (x, y) has announced its radio will be broadcasting or

receiving in time-slot ti using channel fi. It also contains a

break

DS

Begin

Success

case 1.2
Other Routes Best Route

S D

Data TransmissionRelease

case 1

case 1.1

Route Set Up

Connection Breakage
Inactivity/
case 1.1.2

End Session
case 1.1.1

DS
Release point

break

DS
Release Release

Reestablish

D S

DS

Route Set Up

Exceeds Retry Limits
Timeout/

case 3

S

Reject the Call Request

S

Release

Partial Route

case 2
Failure on

Reestablish

point

Fig. 3 Overview of the distributed call admission control protocol
(DCAC). Here S stands for source node, D stands for destination node
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list, for example, NB:listðti; f jÞ ¼ fRq1
;Rq2

; . . .g, indicat-

ing which of these neighboring nodes’ radios will be active
and another list to indicate all nodes that will be active at

time ti using channel fj. Notice that here NBðti; f jÞ also

include the neighbor node that has reserved time slots and
channel for sending or receiving in time-slot ti using

channel fj for some current new flow request, although this

reservation later may be released due to the reservation
failure in other links.

• The self-radio broadcasting table,

SBðT ;F Þ ¼ fSBðti; f iÞ j 8ti 2 T ; f i 2 Fg:

It contains the boolean variable, SBðti; f iÞ ¼ 1, when a
radio on vi has announced it is broadcasting in time-slot ti
using channel fi and a list SB:listðti; f iÞ ¼ fðRi1 ;Rj2 ;
sessionIDÞg, indicating which radio it is, which neighbor

node’s radio it broadcasts to, the ID of the session that this

reservation belongs to.
• It also contains the self-radio receiving table

SRðT ;F Þ ¼ fSRðti; f iÞj8ti 2 T ; f i 2 Fg

and all corresponding boolean variables and lists, similar to

the self-radio broadcasting table.

4.3 Two hop neighborhood reservation update

The uniform transmission range of each node makes the

network graph G = (V, E) a unit-disk graph. Thus network

topology can be modeled as every node’s communication
region is its 1-hop neighborhood and interference region is

2-hop neighborhood. In order to do interference free link

reservation, each node should maintain its 2-hop neighbors’

assignment status. The distributed algorithm proposed in
[37] can be used for each node to compute its 2-hop neigh-

borhoods in an asynchronous environment and update its
2-hop neighbors when nodes join or leave the network. This

algorithm uses a total of O(n) messages under the constraint

of wireless interferences, where n is the total number of
nodes in the network.

Each node maintains a 2-hop neighbor list to record its

two-hop neighbors. In order to be aware of latest 2-hop
neighbors assignment status, every time a node makes new

reservation, some of its 1-hop neighbors should relay

broadcast to all its 2-hop neighbors. In order to minimize
the broadcast overhead, each node should determine a

minimal subset of its 1-hop neighbors as the relay nodes to

cover all its 2-hop neighbors. This problem is called
selecting forwarding neighbors in [38] and minimum for-
warding set problem in [39]. For a general communication

graph G, this can be modeled as set cover problem and we
translate the greedy algorithm in [40] for each node to

select its 1-hop relay neighbors. Each node iteratively picks

a 1-hop neighbor who can cover the largest number of
2-hop neighbors and removes the covered 2-hop neighbors,

until all 2-hop neighbors are covered. This guarantees an

approximation factor of HðDÞ, where D is the maximum
degree and H is the harmonic function. Each node informs

its selected relay 1-hop neighbors. Thus for every node it

computes a relay list, i.e., a subset of its 1-hop neighbors
whose updated reservations need to be relayed by this

node. Algorithm 1 summarizes our method for updating the

Table 2 All packet types, functions and formats

Packet type Function Format

ROUTE_REQUEST (RREQ) Send to discover route and do the reservation Reservation_list, s-d ID, route_list, session #, RLb, TTL

ROUTE_REPLY (RREP) Send to acknowledge route choice Reservation_list, s-d ID, route_list, session #

RESERVE_FAIL (RFAI) NICK for unsuccessful reservation Reservation_list, s ID, route_list, session #

ROUTE_BROKEN (RBRO) NICK for route broken Reservation_list, breakpoint ID, s ID, route_list, session #

CLEAN_RREQ (CREQ) Clean surplus RREQs s-d ID, session #

Route_RELEASE (RREL) Send to release the reserved resources Reservation_list, s ID, route_list, session #

DATA Used to transmit datagrams Data

Algorithm 1 Reservation Update to 2-Hop Neighbors

Input: Two hop neighbors list 2hopList(v) of v and 1-hop neighbors list 1hopList(v) of node v

Output: relay nodes R(v)

1: S( 2hopListðvÞ; RðvÞ( ;
2: while S 6¼ ; do

3: Find a node u in 1hopList(v) that is the neighbor of the most number of nodes in S. Let c(u) be the set of nodes from S that is covered
by u, i.e., one-hop neighbor of u.

4: RðvÞ( RðvÞ [ fug; S( S¸ ðuÞ
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reservation information using a control channel. Here we

assume that a node v made a new reservation, and node
v wanted to inform all its 2-hop neighbors about this.

Since the maximum node degree in the communication

graph G is D, it is easy to show that the maximum number
of nodes that are within k-hops of a node v in G is at most

Oðk2DÞ. The following theorem is straightforward.

Theorem 1 The number of relay nodes R(v) found by
Algorithm 1 is within Oðlog DÞ of the minimum where D is
the maximum node degree in G.

When the communication graph G is a unit disk graph

(UDG) of nodes deployed in two dimensions, an algo-
rithm with approximation ratio 3 and running time

Oðn2 log2 n2Þ was presented in [38]. Recently this prob-
lem was solved exactly in time O((n2)3) for network

modeled by UDG, where n2 is the number of two hop

neighbors of a node.

4.4 One hop reservation

Our call admission protocol uses the default radio and the

default channel to reserve resource on data radios and data

channels for QoS session setup. For each communication
link, the two endpoint nodes maintain a capacity estimation

for each available channel across this link. This will be

used by one-hop admission control. Since the energy sup-
ply for each router is not constrained, we use hop count to

do restricted flooding routing. Every node maintains a

routing table recording the shortest path hop counts to other
nodes. This can be used to handle the traffic not only

between mesh client and gateway node but also between

mesh clients themselves.
One hop reservation is the most critical part of our

protocol, we will discuss this in Sect. 5 separately.

4.5 Route set up

Assume that a client node wants to initiate a session to another
node. The nearby mesh router will serve as the source node.

The source node will initiate the ROUTE_REQUEST

(RREQ) for a session (refer to Begin in Fig. 3). Hop count is
used to do restricted flooding when broadcasting RREQ

packets. The source sets its hop count to the destination

plus some constant as initial TTL (i.e., RREQ initial
TTL = source hop count ? d). This additional d allows

multiple routes to be set up for one RREQ from the source

other than only the shortest path. Here d[ 0 is a constant
fixed by the protocol which could depend on the network G,

e.g., networks with larger network diameter often needs

larger d. Algorithm 2 summarizes our method for nodes to
process a route request.

As is to be expected, a destination node will receive

more than one RREQ, refer to case 1 in Fig. 3. Every
RREQ packet indicates a unique feasible QoS path from

the source to the destination. Thus the destination node can

choose the best routes among all candidates. In order to
reduce the overhead of flooding, the destination node can

broadcast a CLEAN_RREQ packet to clean RREQ packets

that are still roaming around the network after choosing a
satisfactory route.

When the destination node chooses one RREQ packet
from the source node (refer to case 1.1 in Fig. 3), it returns

a ROUTE_REPLY (RREP) packet by unicasting back to

the source following the route recorded in the route_list
using the reserved resources recorded in reservation_list.
The destination node copies the fields \route_list, reser-
vation_list[ from RREQ to RREP.

When the source receives a RREP, the end-to-end

bandwidth reservation is successful under QoS require-

ments, and the session is established. Then the source node
can begin transmitting data. It is notable that this estab-

lishment protocol for a session connection is a two-way

handshaking for the source and destination pair, for each
hop it is a three-way handshaking. When a new call request

arrives, the call admission control drives this route set up

procedure. This new call will not be accepted until the
reservation process is successfully completed.

4.6 Unsuccessful reservation

The reservation failure will occur for the partially estab-

lished route (refer to case 2 in Fig. 3). The node that runs
the one hop reservation algorithm and gets a reservation

failure will send RESERVE_FAIL (RFAI) packet back to

the source following the route recorded in the route_list
using the reserved resources recorded in reservation_list.
This node copy the fields \route_list, reservation_list[
from PREQ to RFAI. As the RFAI traverses back to the
source, each node along the path frees the reserved

resources in the reservation_list, updates its assignment

table, and announces this release information to its neigh-
bors in its next A-slot or C-slot.

On reception of RFAI, the source reestablishes the route.

After Route Set Up timeout or reestablish exceeds a time
limit, the source rejects the call (refer to case 3 in Fig. 3).

In order to increase the acceptance probability, when

re-discovering the route, the source may relax the band-
width or delay requirement or change the destination to

other root routers with less traffic demands.

4.7 Connection breakage route maintenance

During the active period of a connection, a link breakage
may destroy a session (refer to case 1.1.2 in Fig. 3).
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This breakage possibly results from the environmental

changes damage the signal-to-noise ratio and gets a high
packet-error rate on the wireless link. The breakpoint is

responsible for rerouting the session over a new path. That

is once the next hop becomes unreachable or the link
quality decreases below the required threshold, the break-

point sends a ROUTE_BROKEN (RBRO) packet back to

the source to blocking the data of this session. It will also
prepare a RREQ packet for re-routing. Each node receives

this new RREQ will perform one hop reservation algo-
rithm for re-routing this session. The source will wait for a
new RREP for this session until a timeout occurs, the

source stops this session and notifies all the remaining relay

nodes to release the reservations for this session.
The route maintenance also requires each node monitors

the activity of the time-slots and radio-channel pairs it
reserved. If the inactivity period exceeds a threshold, the

reserved resources will be purged from the node assign-

ment tables. And a RBRO packet will be sent to the source.
Also the breakpoint will prepare new RREQ to re-route to

the destination for this session. The progress packet which

serve as stay-to-alive purpose for the partially established
route is needed to avoid the partial route be purged due to

inactivity before it is completed establishment.

4.8 Route release

The last data packet of the session from the source will
piggyback a ROUTE_RELEASE (RREL) packet to inform

all the nodes along the path to free the resources belong to

this session (refer to case 1.1.1 in Fig. 3). Another case for
route release is when destination receives multiple RREQ

for the same session, it choose the best path and sends

RREL packets for the other paths to inform the relay nodes
release the reserved resources (refer to case 1.2 in Fig. 3).

Or the destination has received enough RREQ packets for

choosing and sent CREQ to stop the roaming RREQ. The
nodes who receive the CREQ should stop and RREQ and

release the partial reserved path back to source.

Route release is also used in the case link breakage and
reroute for the on-going session, the destination should

broadcast RREL along the old path to inform the relay

nodes until the breakpoint.

5 One hop reservation method

The admission control for one call request is to reserve a

route satisfying the given delay and bandwidth require-
ments. In this section, we discuss in detail our method for a

link to reserve time-slots and channels for a flow, and
compute the delay incurred by this link and the capacity

achievable for this link.

5.1 Time-slots for control packets

Our protocol uses a three-way handshaking between the
two end-nodes to do one hop reservation. This requires 3

consecutive time-slots, namely the request, the announce,

and the confirm time-slots, and each has a specific role to
perform. The 3 time-slots must be consecutive in the

control channel to assure that only one pair in the inter-

ference region is making the reservation; otherwise con-
flicting reservations may be made. In case when conflict

reservations are made due to asynchronous neighbor

assignment information update, our protocol uses a random
arbitration. That is to associate each reservation packet

with a randomly generated number. When one node detects

conflict reservations, it always preserves the one with lar-
ger generated random number, and ignores the others.

Algorithm 2 Route Request Processing

1: The source node s broadcasts a control packet to all its one-hop neighbors RREQ, including the following information reservation_list,
source-destination ID s and d, currently known route_list, the session number, remaining latency bound (RLb) which is D originally, the
requested capacity B for this session, TTL of the packet RREQ. Here TTL is d ? HG(s, d), where HG(u, v) is the hop-distance between two
nodes u and v in the communication graph G.

2: When any non-destination node v receives a RREQ, it will retrieve the TTL from the packet and perform the following operations:

1) It checks its hop count distance to the destination d. If HG(v, d) [ TTL, node v discards this request. This ensures that RREQ packet will
be forwarded in the right direction towards destination.

2) Otherwise it runs Algorithm 3 to do one hop reservation.

3) If one hop reservation by Algorithm 3 is successful, node v updates TTL( TTL$ 1, updates the remaining latency bound RLb based on
the result of Algorithm 3, and appends v to the reservation list. Node v then update its reservation to its two-hop neighbors 2hopList(v) using
the protocol described in Algorithm 1. Notice that a 2-hop neighbor u of v will update NBðti; f jÞ NBðti; f jÞ þ 1, and mark this reservation

as the reserved time-slot and channel pair by v, but not the final schedule of node v.

Node v broadcasts the updated RREQ to all its one-hop neighbors in the communication graph.

3: If the destination node d received packet RREQ, we know that there is a path from s to d that satisfies the delay requirement and also the
capacity requirement. If multiple paths exist, the destination node chooses the path with the minimum delay and send a route_reply packet
RREP to the source node.
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The node, who made unsuccessful reservation, will always

be aware of this, and it will undo such reservation fol-
lowing the reservation failure procedure. Observe that our

distributed reservation algorithm can be run at all nodes,

who do not interfere with each other, in parallel. We then
discuss these three slots in detail as follows.

(1) Request: In the request time-slot (called R-slot for

short), if a node vi desires to establish a forward link to
node vj,

1 it sends to node vj the following information:

(1) node vi’s blocked table: BLðT ;F Þ ¼ fNBðti; f iÞ [
SRðti; f iÞ [ SBðti; f iÞ j 8ti 2 T ; f i 2 Fg. In other

words, all (time-slot, channel) pairs which node vi

cannot operate on. (2) the ID of the destination node d;
(3) the session ID; (4) current route_list; (5) the

bandwidth requirement B; (6) the remaining latency

bound RLb; (7) current self radio broadcasting table
and self radio receiving table; (8) set TTL (Time-

To-Live) as its own hop distance toward destination;

(9) reservation_list contains the path of the links from
the source node to the current node that already

reserved time-slots and channels for this new flow.

The route_list records the routing information of the
path, i.e., the relay nodes’ ID, along which the request

packet transverses. The remaining latency bound RLb
is the allowable time left for the remaining path: ini-
tially it is theD for the entire route set up; for every hop

where the reservation is made successfully, the node

should update RLb (by deducting the delay that will be
incurred on this link) when forwarding it to the next

hop. The reservation_list records the reserved infor-

mation on each hop along the route. It consists of
4-tuples like ðti; f j;Rvq ;RurÞ; ti represents which time-

slot is reserved, fj represents which channel this time-

slot will use, Rvq ;Rur represent the transmitting and

receiving radios which will use this reserved time-slot

with this channel, respectively. Each hop may reserve
multiple time-slots, and each time-slot may reserve

multiple channels for multiple radios transmitting.

(2) Announce: In the announce time-slot (called A-slot
for short), node vj broadcasts the following: (1) the

updated reservation_list; (2) the destination ID; (3)

append its ID to route_list; (4) the session ID; (5)
itself reservation release information; (6) the updated

remaining latency bound RLb; (7) the updated TTL
as vj’s hop count towards destination; (8) synchro-
nization message; (9) the updated reservation infor-

mation of the 1-hop neighbors in its relay list. Each
neighbor of node vj will receive the A-slot packet

and will enter this information into its assignment

tables.

(3) Confirm: In the confirm time-slot (called C-slot for
short), node vi copies the A-slot information to the

C-slot packet except the change of the item 9)

according to its own relay list and broadcasts. Each
neighbor of node vi will receive the C-slot packet and

update its assignment tables. Additionally, the C-slot
packet confirms the reservation and appoints node vj

to establish the next hop reservation for this session.

5.2 Reservation procedure

We then discuss in detail how a node reserves the time-

slots and channels for a flow. On reception of a R-slot
packet, the receiving node vj first computes its blocked
table BLðT ;F Þ and finds the possible available pairs of
time-slot and channel for link e ¼ ðvi; vjÞ. This can be

computed by performing logical OR of the blocked tables
of two endpoints as BLvi; vjðT ;F Þ ¼ fBLviðti; f iÞW

BLvjðti; f iÞ j 8ti 2 T ; f i 2 Fg. The boolean variable

BLvi; vjðti; f iÞ ¼ 0 indicates in time-slot ti channel fi is

available to be assigned.
Node vj sorts the available channels for each time-slot on

the descending order of their link capacities. For example,

the set of available time-slot, channel pairs can be ðt1; f 1;
f 2; f 4Þ; ðt3; f 1; f 3Þ; ðt4; f 1; f 2; f 3; f 4Þ. This means, time-slots

t1; t3; t4 will be available and for time-slot t1 the available

channel is f 1; f 2; f 4 with cðe; f 1Þ# cðe; f 2Þ # cðe; f 4Þ. Node
vj also builds a two-dimension assignment status table (see

Table 3 for illustration) with regard to radio, channel and

time-slot for vi and vj. This table uses time-slot as horizontal
label and radio as vertical label. Each table entry is filled

with a channel or left blank. Here when we assign channel f1
to the radio Ri1 of node vi at time-slot tj, we put f1 to the entry

ðRi1 ; tjÞ of the table. When no channel is assigned, the entry

ðRi1 ; tjÞ is left empty. Nodes vj uses this information to run

reservation algorithm for this hop.

Scheduling delay: Scheduling delay on node vi counts
from the last packet it received for this session until the last

packet it sent out. For one hop scheduling delay, we count

the delay at sending node except the destination, since the

Table 3 Channel assignment

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7

Ri1
f1 f1 f1

Ri2
f2 f2

Rj1
f1 f1 f1

Rj2
f2 f2

Rj3

1 We just consider one direction traffic reservation here. It is easy to
extend this to the bidirectional reservation. Also only 3 time-slots are
required for the two end-nodes of each link to do both forward and
backward traffic reservations.
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destination does not have such delay from our definition. In

other words, this is the buffering interval at vi for this
session during one schedule period. This definition is from

the perspective of one session, instead of the perspective of

one packet. This cannot be computed simply by subtracting
the scheduled last receiving time-slot (lastIn) from the

scheduled last sending-out time-slot (lastOut’). We should

first perform a mapping between the scheduled receiving
time-slots and the scheduled sending-out time-slots, then

count the time elapse from the lastIn slot to the mapped
lastOut.

After the mapping, this hop scheduling delay is

lastOut-lastIn, if lastOut slot is within the same period as
lastIn slot, otherwise is lastOut - lastIn ? m. For exam-

ple, consider a scheduling along a path: the previous hop

scheduled at time-slots t1; t4; t5 and current hop scheduled
at time-slots t2; t3; t6. Although 6 [ 5, that is last sending-

out time-slot is after the last receiving time-slot, but the

scheduling delay is not jt6 $ t1j ¼ 5. Due to mc-mr con-
figuration, each time-slot may have multiple channels

scheduled in one hop, we need consider the available

channel list for each available time-slot when doing the
mapping. Let us consider a simple example. Here we just

consider one uniform capacity channel for each available

time-slot. Later in our algorithm, we will present the actual
mapping algorithm in details. We do a mapping first,

t1 ! t2; t4 ! t6; t5 ! t3. This means at time-slot t2 current

node will relay the data packet that was received at t1 of the
same scheduling period, at time-slot t6 it will relay data

received at t4, and at time-slot t3 (of next scheduling per-

iod) it will relay the data received at t5. Here ta ! tb means
the data scheduled to be received at slot ta is transmitted

using the scheduled slot tb (of next scheduling period if

b% a) at node vi. Refer to our previous example, the
lastOut is t3 of next period, and lastIn is t5, so the sched-

uling delay is 3 - 5 ? m. However, the tricky point is we

can improve the mapping above to shorten the scheduling
delay, as follows, t1 ! t3; t4 ! t6; t5 ! t2. Such that the

new scheduling delay is 2 - 5 ? m. Then one of the

challenging questions is to find a scheduling at all links
such that the overall delay of a route is minimized.

Switching delay: In addition to the scheduling delay,

there is another delay called switching delay. Switching
delay is the channel switching overhead incurred at each

hop ðvi; vjÞ for the session’s packet transmissions in one

schedule period. It should consider both endpoint radios for

this link. Referring to the assignment table for the two

endpoint nodes, we count the channel switching overhead
for the channel assignment at this hop. For example,

Table 3 records the current assignment status on nodes

vi; vj when we want to reserve slot t2; t6; t7 for this link

ðvi; vjÞ. If we assign f1 to Ri1 and Rj1 , no channel switching,

switching delay is 0. If we assign f3 to Ri1 and Rj1 , both

radios incur 3 channel switches (at time-slots t2; t3 and t6),

the switching delay is (3 ? 3) 9 switchOverhead. If we

assign f3 to Ri1 and Rj3 ;Ri1 incur 3 switches and Rj3 does

not, so switching delay becomes 3 9 switchOverhead.

Our reservation algorithm is to satisfy bandwidth
requirement and minimize one-hop delay. One-hop delay

consists of scheduling delay, channel switching delay, and

the transmission delay incurred at this hop. Given packet
size, the transmission delay is fixed. Our aim to minimize

the first two delay components. To amortize the overhead

of channel switching (i.e., 80 ls), the time-slot will be set
to relatively large, for example, SSCH chooses 10 ms, so

that the scheduling delay is dominant. Therefore, we first

schedule time-slots to minimize the scheduling delay, then
assign channels to radios to minimize the switching delay.

5.3 Reservation algorithm

To successfully achieve our reservation objective on link

(vi; vj), node vj needs to find a valid time-slot schedule for

vi sending-out and vj receiving-in, with an objective to

minimize the delay between the time-slots scheduled for vi

receiving-in at previous link. Our reservation method

divides the scheduling into two complementary cases,

namely uniform channel capacity and heterogeneous
channel capacity, which will be studied separately.

(1) Uniform channel capacity: In this case, for any link,
all channels have the same bandwidth capacity. While

the current hop will still possibly use different

number of time-slots from previous hop, because in
different time-slots the number of radio links distrib-

uted among different channels may be different.

Assume that we are considering a node vj, which has
received a one-hop scheduling request from node vi.

Assume that the time-slots reserved at previous hop

ðvi; vjÞ are ft1; t2; . . .; tkg, and we also know the

corresponding channels to be used at each time-slot ta
by link ðvi; vjÞ. Node vj will consider all its one-hop

neighbors to find a relay node. Assume that node vj is

considering a neighbor vp, and the set of available
time-slots in this hop ðvj; vpÞ is ft01; t02; . . .; t0dg. Here

generally k = d. Notice that here a slot t is said to be

available for link ðvj; vpÞ if there is a channel f such

that node vj can send data to node vp using channel f at

time-slot t in the scheduling period T without causing
any interferences.

Due to the mc-mr configuration, for each available time-
slot we should consider the slot output capacity B(t0i), and for

each scheduled time-slot we should consider slot input load

B(ti). Bðt0iÞ ¼ x0i , c and BðtiÞ ¼ xi , c, where c is the uniform
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channel capacity, x0i is the available number of channel radio

pairs in t0i at the current hop, xi is the number of used
channels in ti of previous hop. Here x0i is the minimum of the

number of available channels, the number of available

radios on transmitting node, and the number of available
radios on receiving node in t0i. Since the capacity is uniform,

we associate each time-slot with its xi or x0i to denote its slot

load or capacity. We require ft1; t2; . . .; tkg sorted in
increasing order of time, (i.e., t1 may not be the first slot in a

period, it must be the first reserved slot in previous hop
ðvi; vjÞ for vi to receive the packet). So tk is lastIn, we need

find a perfect mapping, which has minimal scheduling delay,

that is (lastOut - lastIn) if lastOut slot and lastIn slot are
within the same period, otherwise (lastOut - lastIn ? m).

We use a greedy method to schedule input load of each

slot at previous link in order, with the earliest output
capacity at current link. If there exists output slot later than

the input slot, we choose the earliest output slot. During the

scheduling, we count the number of unit channel load that
was scheduled to the next period output capacity, say h. In

the last step of mapping, we always map the first h unit

output capacity to transmit the previous link’s last input
load to minimize the scheduling delay. So lastOut is the

time-slot in the next period which can earliest send out the

delayed h input load from the previous hop. The detailed

algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.

Lemma 2 Algorithm 3 provides the correct one-hop
time-slot schedule with minimized scheduling delay.

Proof Given the previous hop schedule, lastIn is fixed, so

the scheduling delay is determined by lastOut. Our proof

divides into two cases.

Case 1: lastOut is within the same period as lastIn. In this

case, every packet received and sent in the same period.
Our algorithm delivers the packets in First In First Out

(FIFO) order, and in the earliest available output time-

slot. If the optimal f is different from our solution, f must
has at least a swapped pair, that is a pair of packets, Pa and

Pb;Pa was received earlier than Pb but sent out later. We

can switch output order of Pa and Pb, since arriving time
Pa is smaller than Pb, the earliest available time-slot for Pb

must be available for Pa. So switching output order of Pa

and Pb and the total scheduling delay cannot be longer.

For the same reason after switching all the swapped pairs,

the scheduling delay cannot be longer than that of f, but in
this way f becomes our solution. So for this case, our

solution is optimal.

Algorithm 3 Multi-radio Uniform Channel Capacity Scheduling

Given Input: T ¼ fðt1; x1Þðt2; x2Þ ! ! ! ðtk; xkÞg; T 0 ¼ fðt01; x01Þðt02; x02Þ ! ! ! ðt0d ; x0dÞg; S ¼ f;g; h ¼ 0.

1: if (
Pk

i¼1 x0i\
Pk

i¼1 xi) then

2: Failure and exit because the total residual capacity of this link is less than that required.

3: else

4: for each ti; i 1 ! ! ! k do

5: while (xi [ 0) do

6: if there exists t0j [ ti then

7: j ¼ arg minft0j j t0j [ tig
8: if x0j [ xi then

9: S ¼ S [ fðt0j; xiÞg; x0j ¼ x0j $ xi; xi ¼ 0

10: else

11: S ¼ S [ fðt0j; x0jÞg; xi ¼ xi $ x0j; remove ðt0j; x0jÞ from T 01

12: else

13: j ¼ arg minft0jg
14: if x0j [ xi then

15: S ¼ S [ fðt0j; xiÞg; h ¼ hþ xi; x0j ¼ x0j $ xi; xi ¼ 0

16: else

17: S ¼ S [ fðt0j; x0jÞg; h ¼ hþ x0j; xi ¼ xi $ x0j; remove ðt0j; x0jÞ from T 01

18: Sort the pairs ðt00i ; x00i Þ in S in ascending order by t00i .

19: LastOut ¼ t00q ; q ¼ minfj j
P j

i¼1 x00i # hg
20: if tk\t00q then

21: Sche delay ¼ t00q $ tk

22: else

23: Sche delay ¼ t00q þ m$ tk
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Case 2: lastOut is in the next period of lastIn. Our

algorithm delivers all the delayed h packets, in the first

h available time-slots in the next period. Assume the
optimal solution f is different from our solution. Notice

our solution always sends packets in FIFO order and

considers first whether there is available time-slot in the
same period, and always chooses the earliest available

time-slot. Thus, given the same input schedule from

previous hop, f cannot have smaller number of delayed
packets than ours, which is h. If delay of f is shorter than

ours, f need to complete all the packets including at least

h delayed packets before the earliest h available time-
slot in next period from this hop available time-slot set.

This is conflicting with the available time-slot for f is the

same for our solution. So the optimal solution f cannot
be different from our solution.

Although we find a schedule for a link to minimize the

scheduling delay, this does not guarantee that the overall
delay over the found path is minimized. The challenging

question now is to find a path, given the current reservation

status of all links, whose bandwidth (the minimum among
all links) is at least the required value, and whose delay is

minimized among all potential paths. Unfortunately, this

question is NP-hard for wireless networks with interference
constraints since even computing a path with the maximum

capacity is already NP-hard [28–32].

Theorem 3 Given a wireless networkG with time-slot and
channel reservations for all links, it is NP-hard to find
whether G has a path connecting a pair of nodess andd with
the delay at most D and the capacity at least B.

To minimize the delay of the routing, the following
method is a naive approach. We first only consider all links

of G (say L) whose residual link capacity is at least the

required value B. We then compute the scheduling delay
for each of these links and assign this scheduling delay as

‘‘length’’ of the link. We find the shortest path from source

to destination using links in L. However, it is not difficult
to show that the scheduling delay of a minimum-delay path

does not necessarily satisfy the optimum sub-path property.

In other words, given a path (v1; v2; . . .; vi; viþ1; vkÞ that is
delay optimum for the pair of nodes v1 and vk, the sub-path

(v1; v2; . . .; vi) is not necessarily the optimum path for

minimizing schedule delay. Thus, this naive approach may
not always find the path with the optimum schedule delay.

(2) Heterogeneous channel capacity: In this case,

across the same link, different channels have dif-
ferent bandwidth capacities. For every link e [ E,

two endpoint nodes maintain a sorted list of channel

capacity for this link, fcðf 1Þ; cðf 2Þ; . . .; cðf wÞg, in
the descending order. Given the time-slots reserved

for previous hop say ft1; t2; . . .; tkg and a set of

available time-slots in this hop say ft01; t02; . . .; t0dg,
generally k = d. Due to non-uniform channel

capacity, we associate each available time-slot t0i
with a list of candidate channels L0(i), which con-
tains the x0i maximum capacity channels available

in this t0i. The definition for x0i is the same as for

uniform capacity case. Thus we define the slot
output capacity B(t0i) for each available time-slot t0i
in current link as the sum of capacity for all

channels in L0(i) and for each scheduled time-slot ti
the slot input load B(ti) is the sum of all used

channel capacities in that slot.

The scheduling algorithm for different capacity case is

similar as uniform capacity case. The major difference is

mapping the input load for one scheduled time-slot, e.g.,
for ti, we should greedily choose an output time-slot with

same requirement, in other words t0j should schedule

integer number of largest capacity channels in its current
channel list, (i.e., always from the head of L0(j) and update

B(ti) and L0(j) accordingly). For example, assume the

available channels for current node is L0ðjÞ ¼ ff 1; f 3; f 4g
and cðf 1Þ\BðtiÞ and cðf 1Þ þ cðf 3Þ#BðtiÞ. We will choose

f1, and f3, so B(ti) = 0 and L0(j) = {f4}. For locating the

lastOut, we record the total delayed input load, say h. So
lastOut, say tq is the one such that q is the minimum of

j such that
P j

i¼1 B0ðt0iÞ# h.

5.4 Channel assignment

After determining scheduling delay, we need assign
channels to the radios, such that the total channel switching

delay is minimized. Given a list of partial reservation for

this hop:

fðt1; L1;R1Þ; ðt2; L2;R2Þ; . . .; ðtb; Lb;RbÞg

t1; . . .; tb is the reserved time-slots in time increasing order.

Li is the set of reserved channels in ti;Ri is the set of

available radios for this link in ti. We need to assign all the
channels in Li to some pair of radios in Ri, such that all the

reserved channels in ti can be used by some pair of radios at

this link. Ri consists of available radios on both endpoint
nodes, and we assign radios on the nodes sequentially.

By considering each ðti; Li;RiÞ tuple in order, the

problem of assigning all channels in Li to some pair of
radios in Ri with minimal total switching delay can be

converted to finding a perfect matching with minimal total

weight in a bipartite graph from Li to Ri. This can be solved
by Kuhn-Munkras-Algorithm [41]. Therefore, switching
delay = minimal total weight 9 unit switching overhead.

We construct the weighted bipartite graph as follows. For
each r in Ri, check current assignment table in order of

ti$1; tiþ1 then ti$2; tiþ2 until there is assignment made for
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r or until the end of the table, that is t1; tm. If the latest

assigned channel before ti to r, say f1 which is in Li,
associate r with f1 with weight 0. If the earliest assigned

channel after ti to r, say f2 which is in Li, associate r with f2
with weight 0. For other channels in Li, if it, say f3, differs
from f1 and f2 but has some blank space from f2, associate

r with f3 with weight 1. If f3 is just in between with f1 and f2
without blank space,associate r with f3 with weight 2. If
r has not been assigned to any channel, associate r with

every channel in Li with weight 0. In such a way, we match
each r [ Ri with each f [ Li and associate each match a

weight [ {0, 1, 2}, the channel radio assignment for a

node is to find a minimal weighted matching in bipartite
graph from Li to Ri. For a link, we find two matches sep-

arately for the transmitter and the receiver in the same way.

For example, referring to Table 3, the partial reservation
for the hop (i, j) is ðt4; L4;R4Þ, where L4 ¼ ff1; f2g and

R4 ¼ fRi1 ;Ri2 ;Rj1 ;Rj2 ;Rj3g. We firstly construct two

bipartite weighted graph for ff1; f2g to fRi1 ;Ri2g and

ff1; f2g to fRj1 ;Rj2 ;Rj3g, respectively. The resulted graphs

are presented as follows: ff1$!
0

Ri1 ; f2$!
0

Ri1 ; f1$!
1

Ri2 ;

f2$!
0

Ri2g and ff1$!
0

Rj1
; f2$!

0
Rj1 ; f1$!

1
Rj2 ; f2$!

0
Rj2 ; f1$!

0
Rj3
;

f2$!
0

Rj3g. Then we do the channel assignment, i.e.,

ff1 ! ðRi1 ;Rj1Þ; f2 ! ðRi2 ;Rj2Þg, whose switching delay is

0 9 unit switching overhead = 0.

6 Performance evaluation

The performance of our proposed protocol was extensively

evaluated by simulation in Qualnet [42]. Notice that our

proposed protocol was essentially a cross-layer protocol for
multi-channel and multi-radio wireless mesh networks,

which integrates channel assignment and scheduling into

routing and performs call admission control for each ses-
sion. We firstly established a multi-channel and multi-radio

(MCMR) physical layer model, and then we implemented
the distributed call admission control (DCAC) protocol

based on the MCMR model.

For simplicity, we implemented the TDMA scheme on
the basis of the existing 802.11 MAC protocol. Some

modifications to implement the TDMA scheme are descri-

bed briefly as follows. When a packet is routed to the next
hop and delivered to the MAC layer, it is altered to carry

some necessary information, such as when to send it (i.e.,

the scheduled time slot) and via which channel to send it
(i.e., the scheduled channel). When receiving the packet, the

MAC protocol holds the packet until the scheduled time slot

comes. In this way, the contention based MAC protocol was
adapted to a TDMA based protocol. The length of the slot is

set to be sufficient to send a packet of maximum size, which

is 2,346 bytes. Since the time slot was scheduled based on
the reservation status disseminated by the neighbor nodes

during the period of route setup, it can guarantee the

avoidance of collision when accessing the channel. As for
the default channel, we adopted the traditional CSMA/CA

scheme to ensure reliable transmission of control packets

among nodes in the network. Transmitting and relaying the
RREQ packet was used for delivering reservation infor-

mation and establishing path between the source and the
destination, while reversing the RREP packet was used for

making reservation in the path selected.

Seeing that both DCAC and AODV are kind of
on-demand routing protocols, they have similar procedures

of route setup and route maintenance in general. So we take

AODV as the object of comparison. Notice that the tradi-
tional AODV protocol, typically used in Ad hoc networks,

is not able to exploit multi-channels and multi-radios in

wireless mesh networks. For fairness, we did some modi-
fications to make AODV support multi channel and multi

radio, which is referred to as M-AODV in the following

parts of the paper. Here, we give a brief introduction of
M-AODV.

As in DCAC, M-AODV needs a default channel to

exchange control packets. When a source node launches a
new session, it uses an idle radio and a free channel to start

the procedure of route setup. Only the neighbor nodes,

which have idle radios and can use the same channel as the
source without interfering neighbors in two hops, will

make channel reservation and forward the request packet.

As a result, each session will establish a path consisting of
links with an identical channel. Compared with DCAC,

M-AODV removes the scheduling delay and switching

delay, but it cannot manage QoS sessions and the number
of admitted sessions is directly limited by the minimum of

the number of radios and the number of channels.

Each node is equipped with 3 radios, and there are 3
channels available in the scenario, whose frequency are

2.412, 2.437 and 2.462 GHz, respectively. These channels

are free of adjacent-channel interference when they are
used simultaneously. All these channels have the same

capacity, which is 2 Mbps. In our protocol, the channel

with the frequency of 2.412 GHz is defined as the default
channel to perform reservation. The other two channels are

dedicated to deliver QoS traffics.

Following two metrics are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance guaranteed by the protocols.

• Average end to end delay per session, which is the
average time taken for a packet in a session to be

transmitted from source to destination.

• Average throughput per session, which is the average
number of bits per second received by the destination of
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a session. This metric can be viewed as the bandwidth

gained by a session.

6.1 Grid networks

We evaluate the performance of the protocols with 49

nodes put in a grid of 7 by 7, in a square area of 1,500 m by

1,500 m. We set the transmission range of each node to
250 m (by setting the transmission power of each node to

8.2 dBm in Qualnet). The sources and destinations of

sessions are located in the left-bottom corner and right-
upper corner of the square, respectively. So the expected

distance between the source node and the destination node

is about 12 hops. For both M-AODV and DCAC, an
increment to TTL, that is d in Algorithm 2, is set to 2.

Incremental number of sessions, that is from 1 to 20, are

poured into the network. Each node launches no more than
three sessions. We set the delay requirement of each ses-

sion to 500 ms, and the bandwidth requirement to 50 Kbps.

Different QoS bounded by M-AODV and DCAC are
showed in Fig. 4. The results shown in these figures are

averages of 5 runs with 95% confidence intervals.

From the above figures, we can see that when the
number of sessions is up to two, there is no difference

between M-AODV and DCAC, since they can both exploit

the two channels to reserve two separate pathes. As more
sessions are poured into the network, the delay bound by

M-AODV rises faster than that bounded by DCAC. At the

point when four sessions are poured into the network, the
delay bound by M-AODV is larger than 500 ms, which has

exceeded the delay requirement of sessions. However,

more sessions will still be admitted into the network, until
the setup request is rejected. In this scenario, at most six

sessions can be admitted to the network for M-AODV. On

the contrary, DCAC guarantees the QoS requirement for all
the admitted sessions. Besides that, DCAC can make better

use of the multi-channels based on TDMA MAC, hence

more session are admitted. In this scenario, nine sessions
are admitted to the network for DCAC. Thus, our DCAC

protocol also admits more sessions than the M-AODV

protocol.
So we can conclude that M-AODV admits sessions

without taking their QoS requirement into account, while

DCAC guarantees the QoS requirement for all the admitted
sessions. Even with this constraint, DCAC can admit more

sessions than M-AODV, due to the advantage of DCAC

over M-AODV in the aspect of link utilization.

6.2 Random networks

Next, we study the performance of our proposed protocol

in a random network. We put 50 nodes uniformly in a

square area which is 1,500 m by 1,500 m. The transmis-
sion range of each node is about 250 m, and the interfer-

ence range is about 500 m. As in the grid network, we

specify these nodes located in the left-bottom corner and
right-upper corner as the sources and destinations of ses-

sions, respectively. The QoS requirement for each session
and other parameters of simulation are the same in the grid

networks.

Figure 5 shows the change of average delay and average
throughput for each session, when increasing number of

sessions are poured into the network. The trend is the same

as what is observed in the grid network. In more detailed
words, when there is only one or two session exists, the

QoS bounded by M-AODV and DCAC are the same. As

more sessions are poured into the network, M-AODV
admits sessions without taking their QoS requirement into

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Different QoS bounded by M-AODV and DCAC, with different number of sessions poured into the grid network. a Average end-to-end
delay of each session. b Average throughput of each session
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account, while DCAC guarantees the QoS requirement

for all the admitted sessions. In the random network,
M-AODV can admit at most four sessions, while DCAC

can admit at most seven sessions.

From the simulation results shown above, we conclude
that our DCAC protocol performs much better than

M-AODV protocol when nodes are regularly deployed, and

performs at least as good as M-AODV protocol when
nodes are randomly deployed. The reason why our protocol

performs better in the regular deployment environment is

that in this environment the delay of the path actually is
closely related to the number of hops in that path. Because

our protocol uses a greedy method to minimize the delay of

each hop, thus the delay of our protocol is much smaller
than M-AODV protocol. Note that M-AODV does not use

any heuristic. The better throughput performance of our

protocol in the regular deployment can be interpreted in a
similar way; because each time we choose the number of

relay nodes as small as possible (as in Theorem 1), the

potential interference caused by relay nodes will decrease,
thus a better throughput. Consider we usually deploy nodes

regularly in our daily life, our protocol DCAC actually

outperforms the M-AODV protocol in practical.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we show how to perform admission control

while providing certain QoS performance guarantees for
the traffics such as the required bandwidth and delay of the

traffic. We assume a TDMA link scheduling for a multi-

radio, multi-channel, and multihop wireless mesh network
where the mesh routers are typically static. We present an

efficient distributed call admission control method that

takes into account the bandwidth demand and the delay

demand of the traffic. Our protocol will not cause the

service interruption to the existing traffics. We also per-
formed extensive simulations to study the performance of

our admission control protocol and found that its perfor-

mance is much better than the worst case analysis.
There are several interesting questions that we did not

address here are left for future research. The first question

is to bound the delay of the call admission itself. The
second question is that although we provided a distributed

call admission control that may find a path with required

bandwidth and delay requirement, it is interesting to find a
path whose maximum bandwidth is within a certain con-

stant factor of the optimal path. Notice that it has been

shown in the literature that it is NP-hard to find a maximum
bandwidth path in wireless networks due to intra-path and

inter-path interferences.
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